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Once again, confusion reigns supreme. I suppose that is what our enemies cherish most of all, when
they can muck things up so badly with their word-play and their deceptions that we are all left
chasing mirages and our tails.
So, once again---- the purpose of the State Assemblies is to restore the Federal State of State
organizations which are supposed to be running "our" Federal Government.
The Federal Government operates exclusively in international jurisdiction under delegated power.
Say that sentence over and over until you all have it embedded in your brains as a permanent point
of reference.
The Federal Government operates exclusively in international jurisdiction under delegated power.
The Federal Government is composed of Three Branches: Federal, Territorial, and Municipal.
(Not what you were taught --- the branches of our Federal Government are not "executive, legislative,
and judicial".)
Say that one over and over, too.
The Federal Level of our Federal Government was usurped by the Territorial Level of our Federal
Government beginning in 1863.
Say that over a few times, too.
So, what we are doing by summoning the States to assemble is to conduct long overdue business
and restore the Federal Level of our Federal Government.
This Federal Level of our Federal Government acts exclusively in international jurisdiction and under
delegated power.
It is supported by Federal State of State organizations.
The States own and operate the Federal State of State organizations.
The Federal State of State organizations operate under names styled as "The State of Georgia", "The
State of Maine", "The State of Vermont" and so on.
The Territorial State of State organizations operate under names styled as "the State of Georgia",
"the State of Maine" and so on.

In our system of government, the Federal Level of the Federal Government is meant to control and
direct the operations of the Territorial Level of the Federal Government, but it has not been doing that
since the 1860's.
So the purpose of assembling the States (notice I said "States" not "State of States") and the
National Assembly is to restore the Federal Level State of State organizations which were improperly
moth-balled during the so-called "Reconstruction" that was left incomplete after the (also so-called)
Civil War.
We mean to take care of business and settle hash that has been left hanging for 150 years.
But only people acting as living people and not as businesses and not as incorporated entities can do
this work, so it is necessary for those who participate in this process to reclaim their "reversionary
trust interest" and correct the falsified political status records associated with their names in
Territorial United States Registries as a first step.
The second step is to assemble together at the County level, then the State level, and then, yes, the
National Assembly level.
The entities now being assembled are the organic States of the Union, members of The United States
of America (Unincorporated) federation of states.
These States are the owners, operators, comptrollers, and creators of the Federal, Territorial, and
Municipal United States and all the "state of state" franchises.
So, part of the work to be done by the States being assembled now is the "reconstruction" of the
original Federal States of States, the re-direction of the Territorial United States, and the limitation of
the Municipal United States according to their respective charters.
Other urgent tasks include officially enrolling the western states as States of the Union, updating the
laws to include people of color and women as full participants in all electoral processes, helping to
negotiate settlement of claims, helping to direct an end to the abusive practices of the Territorial and
Municipal Levels of the Federal Government against the people these entities are supposed to serve
"in Good Faith".
As the Federal Level of the Federal United States Government is "vacated" and has until recently
been thought to be held "in abeyance" and as the Territorial Level of the Federal Government has
been operated in Gross Breach of Trust and as the Municipal Level of the Federal Government has
operated far outside the limitations of its charter, the delegated powers granted by The United States
of America (Unincorporated)---the Federation of States--- have been "left open to the four winds" and
have been abused by successive generations of thieves and interlopers.
This has resulted in mammoth criminality infesting those delegated international jurisdictions and the
gradual disappearance and de-funding of the land jurisdiction officers known as the "Federal
Marshals". These peacekeeping officers have been replaced surreptitiously with law enforcement
officers operating as Territorial "US Marshals".
Upon becoming aware of this gigantic fraud upon the American States and People, The United States
of America (Unincorporated) commissioned a new force of international land jurisdiction
peacekeeping officers: The Continental Marshals Service, effective May 25, 2015.
The Continental Marshals Service is an official, public, peacekeeping force commissioned by The
United States of America [Unincorporated] and operating within the international jurisdiction owed to
the States.
These are the only "Continental Marshals" commissioned by the lawful government of this country
and anyone else operating in any other jurisdiction of the law or claiming to be a "Continental
Marshal" without a Commission, Oath, and Bond from The United States of America
(Unincorporated) is infringing upon our Copyright in the same way that these Territorial Usurpers
have done in the past.

Accept no "look alike" impostors. That's how we got into this mess in the first place, and correcting
our errors is the only likely way of getting out of it.
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